Gone Gardening
Celebrate the harvest season and beyond at Lammscapes!
Written By: Karol Habersetzer

The Lamm family: John Sr, Pat,
Laurie and Hans (John Jr.)

I

t’s hard to believe it is
already after Labor Day
and there’s a hint of fall
color appearing on the leaves
of the trees. Temperatures
have been downright warm
and humid, but we all know
that fall is right around the
corner. Lori Lamm-McGraw
vice president of Lammscapes
said the staff at Lammscapes
of Jackson have been preparing for the “next phase” of
planting needs, events, and
fall maintenance! “It’s a great
time of year to plant” said
Sheila Yoder the Horticulture
Manager and manager of the
Garden Center and M. Lynn
Schmid a Horticulturist and
Master
Gardener
at
Lammscapes, as they spoke of
the many great trees, shrubs,
perennials and bulbs available for fall planting. Sheila
said “there is still time to
plant and now is the time to
re-design beds that can
include trees and shrubs.”
“Many of the bulbs are now in
stock and more are expected
and the Lammscapes staff

will be happy to help lay out
your plants and group them
for an appropriate look and
consideration of the location
of your garden.” Allium in
various size bulbs, bi-color
tulips in such colors as an
orange/lime mix, daffodils,
iris, and dwarf sizes of evergreens are all great plants to
add to your fall planting

schedule. Lammscapes also
carries year round glazed pottery that can stay outside and
won’t crack in the winter. You
can change out some of the
spent summer flowers with
fall-winter interest plants,
including some pine and
enjoy through the winter
months. Nancy Kurtz, who
oversees Lammscapes visual
merchandising and displays,
is an art major and makes
sure to create picturesque
signs and displays of bright
and whimsical flowers and
adds the same touch to the
buildings on the Lammscapes
property.
A tip for keeping aster plants
healthy and happy comes
from Lynn; “Bunnies often
chew fresh shoots of aster
plants in springtime. To prevent this, leave approx six
inches of stem in place when
cutting back asters in
November-December.
In
spring when new shoots
emerge, the "fortress" of
rough, scratchy stems provides protection until shoots
are tall enough to rise above
stems. For additional protec-

Burning bushes add color to the landscape
at Lammscapes in Jackson.

tion, sprinkle bottled hot
sauce around edges of the
fortress of scratchy stems. In
place of bottled hot sauce,
you can use seeds and pith
from inside dried cayenne
peppers; sprinkle around
fortress for protection from
bunnies.”
There is also a whole lot of
fun planned for fall right
through to the Christmas
holidays at Lammscapes:
Fall Planting Party: Saturday
September 21- 11:00 a.m.
Don’t put your planters away!
Bring them to Lammscapes
to create your fall display. If
you need some new planters,
you can pick something up at
the garden center too.
“Little Lambs” Kid’s Activity:
Saturday September 2811:00 a.m. Kids create a leaf
mosaic.
Overcome the Fear of
Pruning:
Saturday
September 28- 11:00 a.m.
What to prune this fall and
when: Instructions on proper
pruning methods.
Pumpkins in the Pines:
Starting the first week-end in
October
from
10-4.
Lammscapes offers a country
hayride through wooded
trails, Cedar Creek, colorful
trees, pines and pumpkins.
Each week-end in October
offers a different kid friendly
theme and is sure to keep
kids interested and having
fun. Food, grill and refreshments will be available and
the proceeds will benefit
Living Word High School of
Jackson.
School and Youth Groups:
Lammscapes also offers fun
for fall for school groups and
youth groups. Groups of 25
or more will learn about sunflowers and crops growing in

Sam and Gretchen of the floral design
team making grapevine balls.
the fields as well as tree identification and a nature program in Lammscapes “outdoor classroom.” The strawbale maze, pumpkin bowling,
a giant sandbox and picnic
areas are sure to please kids
of all ages. The Garden
Railroad and Indoor Model
Railroad layouts operated by
Cedar Creek Central Railroad
Club will keep everyone fascinated by the train traveling
on its track. The group/youth
tours also get to take home a

sunflower, gourd and pumpkin!
The history of Lammscapes
spans fifty plus years in the
landscape business. John
Lamm, CEO and his wife Pat
are the owners of this family
run business started in 1960,
in Glendale WI. In 1966 John
moved the business to
Jackson and created a full
time landscape company.
Hans
(John
Jr)
is
Lammscapes President and
oversees equipment and the
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A fireplace, patio and stone wall, offers
the ultimate outdoor experience.

A beautiful fall display at Lammscapes.

A field of sunflowers growing on some
of the land at Lammscapes.
landscape and snow removal grown to include landscape
part of the business. design; installation and manLammscapes business has agement services. The entire

farm is over 150 acres, with
about 20 acres of nursery.
Most of the buildings on the
property are over 100 years
old and have been renovated
and are all used as part of the
landscape business. Plans for
a larger family-orientated
park are underway. The
Lamm Family welcomes families to enjoy a visit to the
country with many seasonal
events offered through-out
the year. As Lori Lamm put
it, “our family is very involved
in the business and the team
we
have
working
at
Lammscapes is the rest of our
family”!
For more information on all
of the things Lammscapes
has to offer you can visit them
at: www.lammscape.com or
you can visit Lammscapes
location at: L2708 Sherman
Rd, Jackson, WI or call them
at:
(262)
677-3010.
Lammscapes hours are:
Monday-Friday 9:00 am–6:00
pm, Saturday 9:00 – 4:00
and Sunday 11:00-4:00.

